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From The Editor
Welcome to Issue 36 of Railtalk Magazine, and somewhat of a mile stone as we reach our third birthday.
Thanks to everyone who has helped in the past three years and lets hope that we can continue to build
on the successes that without all of you would not be possible.
Well what a time its been, three years in the running, and we can’t help but grow and grow, well that’s what
our server companies say, by hiking up the bill every few months.
We started off as a small community magazine with around 100 readers that happily read the magazine,
complained about our mistakes and then sent in a few pictures. Now we have grown and our magazine is
spread across 4 servers, we have many more readers and we hope that they are all enjoying it as much as
we are, we have over 4000 readers around the world, not many some will say, but we didn’t set out to be
the biggest or the best, we do it all for free because we enjoy doing it. We still have the mistakes, but, you
know the saying “If you don’t make mistakes, you aren’t really trying” or maybe we are just rubbish. Well
time will only tell, but thanks anyway.

Andy Patten
This issue wouldn’t be possible without: Richard Hargreaves, Carl Grocott, Dave Dawson, Jonathan McGurk,
Dave Harris, Jon Jebb, Derek Elston, Pete Cheshire, David Mead, Brian Battersby, Steve Andrews,
David Hollowood, Yorkie, James Stoker, Steve Thompson, Liam, Richard Jones, Gary S. Smith,
Craig Stretten, Jonathan Gill, Josh Watkins, Alan Usher, George McFarlane, JulianG, Colin Irwin,
Darrel Hendrie and as always a big thanks to the RailUK team for assisting in proof reading.
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Front Cover: Same train just 3 years difference, as CrossCountry, as the Newquay - Manchester Piccadilly pauses at Stafford. Three years ago
CrossCountry was part of Virgin Trains and they used to hire-in HST’s for the Summer Saturdays from Midland Mainline, now CrossCountry is part of the Arriva
group and Summer hire-in’s come from National Express. Andy
This Page: DRS Class 37 423 has been out and about with “Caroline” this month, seen here passing Colton Jct. on August 13th. Andy
Pg. 2

Charter Scene

charter.scene@railtalkmagazine.co.uk

This months round up of the British charter scene

Class 37 401 & 37 670 arrive at Chester with 1Z31 Compass Tours “The North Wales Fellsman” charter from Carlisle to Holyhead, August 2nd. Brian Battersby
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Above: Class 33 207 “JIM MARTIN“ is seen heading for the coast, past
“The Grove“, Forden, on 5Z33 Crewe to Machynlleth empty coaching stock
move, to strenghten “ The Cambrian “ which has been selling out.
Pete Cheshire
Top Left: Class 37 670 and 37 401 are seen at Holyhead prior to working the
Compass tours “The North Wales Fellman” on August 2nd. Carl Grocott
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Bottom Left: Class 37 401 and 37 670 are seen passing Garsdale on working
1Z31 Carlisle - Holyhead, on August 2nd.
James Stoker
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Main: 46115 “Scots Guardsman” is seen passing Garsdale working
1Z22 Carlisle - Lancaster on August 5th. James Stoker
Inset: Later in the same day, 46115 “Scots Guardsman” leaves Blackburn behind, and attacks
Pleasington bank heading towards Preston. David Hollowood
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Above: LMS Coronation Class 4-6-2 no 46233 Duchess of Sutherland (6233)
pauses at Huddersfield Station whilst working from Crewe to Scarborough on
August 21st. Colin Irwin
Top Right: 6233 is pictured earlier at Stockport working the Fridays only
Crewe - Scarborough “The Scarborough Flyer” on August 21st. Colin Irwin
Bottom Right: Standby loco for this years Scarborough Spa/Flyer services has
been Class 37 516, pictured here at York. Andy
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THE SCARBOROUGH FLYER, LMS Coronation Class 4-6-2 no 46233 Duchess of Sutherland (6233) is pictured crossing
Uppermill Viaduct with the return Scarborough - Crewe service on August 7th. Colin Irwin
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On August 8th, 60163 “Tornado” rounds the curve along the Exe estuary between Dawlish Warren & Cockwood Harbour with the return working of Pathfinder
Tours “Tamar Tornado” charter which the celebrity locomotive worked from Plymouth to Bristol Temple Meads. Jonathan Gill
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Right: A1 class No. 60163 Tornado arrives at Redhill, Surrey, working Steam
Dreams’ London Victoria - London Victoria Cathedrals Express Kent Circular
Railtour, on the evening August 15th. Craig Stretten
Bottom Right: The driver of Class 67 028 looks back for the right away at
Sheffield while working the Northern Belle to Oxenholme on July 31st.
Steve Thompson
Below: On August 6th, Class 47 760 and Class 37 676 work 5Z37 Carnorth to
Fort William ECS seen here passing Whitlefield to the north of Garelochhead.
Darrel Hendrie
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Crikey, 3 shots of one train, proving that duffs are still popular!
Top Left: On August 1st Class 47 843 leads 47 812 on Compass tours “The
Devon & Cornwall Explorer” on to the sea wall at Dawlish.
Richard Hargreaves
Top Right: Class 47 812 leads 47 843 for the return seen heading
through Dawlish.
Steve Thompson
Bottom Right: And finally a shot of the tour as it passes
through Dawlish Warren.
Richard Hargreaves
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Top Left: On August 5th LMS Stanier Class 5 4-6-0 nos. 45231 “The Sherwood Forester”
worked “THE WELSH MOUNTAINEER” from Preston - Blaenau Festiniog and is seen
here arriving at Preston. Colin Irwin
Above: LMS ‘Royal Scot’ 4-6-0 number 46115 “Scots Guardsman” worked
“THE FELLSMAN” from Lancaster - Preston via the Settle
& Carlisle route and return on August 5th. Colin Irwin
Bottom Left: 70013 “Oliver Cromwell” heads past Isham working as 5Z72
Hornsey EMU to York NRM on August 24th. Derek Elston
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Top Left: Standard 4 No 76079 returning home to Bury after finishing it’s season on the
Cambrian, pictured running through Manchester Victoria on August 29th. Colin Irwin
Bottom Left: West Coast Class 33 207 “Jim Martin” and stock runs through Preston on
August 29th heading to Carnforth from Crewe after the final Cambrian railtour
of the season. Colin Irwin
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Above: 16th August should have seen “King Edward I” return on the “Torbay Express”.
Unfortunately, an air leak was discovered the night before and the loco was thus
unable to work the train. Instead, one of the Class 67s stabled at Barton Hill Depot for
the Taunton-Cardiff weekday trains was pressed into service and it was Class 67 005
which headed through Dawlish with 1Z27 to Kingswear. Steve Thompson
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Top Left: 60163 “Tornado” works 1Z60
Birmingham Int - Plymouth “Tamar Tornado”
passed Langstone Rock on August 8th.
Steve Thompson
Above: August 9th saw “Tornado” back on the
“Torbay Express” for the last time.
1Z27 Bristol - Kingswear passes alongside
Marine Parade, Dawlish.
Steve Thompson
Left: GWR 6024 “King Edward I” departs
Paignton towards Kingswear on the “Torbay
Express”, August 23rd.
Steve Andrews
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70013 “Oliver Cromwell” passes Dawlish Warren working the return “The Devonian” from Plymouth - Bristol on July 25th. Richard Hargreaves
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Above: The support loco for 1Z70
“The Devonian” charter from Bristol Temple
Meads to Plymouth and the train loco from
Birmingham International to Bristol was Class
47 760 that ran close to the train from Exeter in
case assistance was required.
Richard Hargreaves
Top Right: LMS Princess Class 4-6-2 no 46201
“Princess Elizabeth” passes through
Manchester Victoria with “THE CUMBRIAN
MOUNTAIN EXPRESS” working from
Crewe - Carlisle on August 29th. Colin Irwin
Right: Another shot of 60163 “Tornado” as it
passes along the sea wall at Dawlish, this time
on July 26th. Richard Hargreaves
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Right: On 15th August, DRS Class 47 501 and 47 802
pass through Dawlish working 1Z47 Chesterfield Paignton. Steve Thompson
Bottom Left: After stabling and running round in
Goodrington Sdgs, Class 47 802 is now at the
head of the stock as it waits departure time.
Steve Thompson
Bottom Right: Running as 1Z48 back to Chesterfield, the
charter is then seen at Dawlish Warren. However
problems with the brakes on Class 47 802 led to it being
detached at Exeter with 47 501 continuing alone.
Steve Thompson
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Above: Class 47 786 is pictured at Crewe on August
8th after working 5Z63 Carnforth - Crewe ECS the day
before. Class47
Top Right: West Coast’s Class 57 601 shunts the stock at
Crewe on August 22nd in preperation for a steam
charter the following day.
Class47
Bottom Right: Class 47 245 leads the diesel leg of a
steam charter through Sandling, 70013
“Oliver Cromwell” was on the rear at this point.
Josh Watkins
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Above: LNER A4 Class 4-6-2 no 60009 “Union of South Africa” pauses at
Preston whilst working a Thornton - Crewe positioning move. Colin Irwin
Top Right: GWR King Class 6024 “King Edward I” powers past Sutton Bridge Junction with
5Z19 Abbey Foregate - Bristol test run. Looks like it works! Dave Dawson
Bottom Right: Class 67 020 brings 1Z26, “The Northern Belle” from Manchester Victoria to
Welshpool, through Yockleton, on August 1st. Pete Cheshire
Pg. 18
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Class 20 306 and 20 301 lead the Retro Oldham Looper & Cumbrian Coaster into Manchester Victoria on August 29th. Class 47 832 was on the rear. Colin Irwin
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Retro Oldham Looper &
Cumbrian Coaster
Saturday 29th August 2009.
This was the third tour run by the excellent
Retro Railtours team and involved a trip
round the Oldham loop and then onto
Carlisle via the Cumbrian coast route. There
were optional drop off points at either
Ravenglass for a trip on the Ravenglass and
Eskdale Railway, Whitehaven, or Carlisle.
The tour ran without fault, with the only
fright being that I nearly missed the tour
because of the stupid arrangements at
Hudderfield Station Car Park, thus meaning
that I boarding with only thirty seconds to
spare, and wondered if the car would still be
where we parked it when we got back.
The chosen locos were well suited for the
occasion, and brought much interest to both
enthusiasts and general day trippers alike.
If the traction wasn’t good enough we also
had an excellent raffle and on board shop,
provided by the Forget Me Not Trust, who
I’m sure made a good amount of money for
their charity.
An excellent day was had by all, and I’m
already looking forward to the next tour
with James and the team. If you require any
information about Retro Railtours, or would
like to be informed when the next tour is
announced please visit their website.
www.retrorailtours.co.uk.
All Pictures: Andy
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St Ives branch crazy fares
A reader recently tried to purchase
Family Railcard discounted Off Peak
Day Returns for a journey on the St Ives
branch in Cornwall.
The Conductor told him that “railcards
are not valid on this line” and he was
forced to pay a lot more for a Rover. We
investigated the issue, and found that
normal fares are not available for
journeys wholly on the branch. But
buy the ticket from, for example, Hayle
(which is on the Great Western Main
Line) and you can!
They were charged £6, over twice the
fare from Hayle of £2.85. If a passenger
asks for a ticket to or from Hayle then
the conductor must sell it, and there is
no obligation whatsoever to actually
travel to or from Hayle.
Interestingly the cheapest Season Ticket
for the line is actually from Penzance!
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Fare reductions? Don’t
celebrate yet!
The Retail Prices Index (RPI) measure of
inflation for July 2009 was -1.4%. It is this
figure that is used to calculate the fares
increases (or decreases!) for the next
fares change in September. Only regulated fares are affected, and the formula
is RPI + 1% resulting in a 0.4% reduction
in these fares.
Unfortunately the former Saver fares
(mostly now called Off Peak, without
the Day!) are only protected in price, not
validity. So it is, sickeningly, lawful for
a TOC to re-name the protected fare as
Super Off Peak, and give it an incredibly
restrictive validity (e.g. not valid before
10:30 and not valid between 15:00 and
19:00), they can then introduce a ‘new’
Off Peak fare, with the same validity
as the formerly protected fare, yet at a
vastly increased price.
Sounds far-fetched? Sadly, it isn’t. In fact,
this is almost exactly what First Great
Western (FGW) are doing!

A suitable analogy would be a law stating
that a standard size bag of chips cannot
be more than £1 in any chip shop, but no
law would govern how many chips you
get. Then, forcing chip shops to lower the
price to around 95 pence, some would
retaliate by rdrastically reducing the
number of chips. They then introduce a
Large chips product which contained the
same number of chips as the old
standard size, but this costs £1.50. Of
course, only the rail industry do such
ludicrous events take place.

SWT refuse to
acknowledge the
Routeing Guide
A passenger recently purchased a ticket
from Reading to Slough, and noticed that
the permitted routes according to the
Routeing Guide (RG) on the ATOC
website allowed travel via Bristol and
Exeter.
Unfortunately he encountered problems
on this journey, with several members of
South West Trains (SWT) staff either

being unaware of the existence of the
Guide (despite it being mentioned in
the National Conditions of Carriage) or
unaware of how to use it.
He was charged for an extra journey,
despite having a valid ticket. ATOC
admitted that the inclusion of the Exeter
route was a mistake, but they did state
that as the ticket was valid SWT should
refund the new ticket that he had to
purchase.
SWT have refused to acknowledge the
authoritiveness of the Guide, stating that
they determine what routes are valid on
their trains, rather than ATOC!

Ticket advice for all
Advice on rail ticketing is available on
railforums.co.uk in the ‘Fares, Tickets &
Routeing’ section. We believe this to be
the best source of UK rail fares advice
available anywhere, as we have a team
of people who are familiar with the
complex rail fares system who can help
you. Never pay over the odds again, and
ask us if you need help! See you there.

Every month, photos from one of Scotland’s top rail photographers

Above: An unidentified Class 390 works the 14.40 1M15 Glasgow Central - London Euston past Elvanfoot.
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Recently returned from store, Class 60 074 works 6H03 Oakleigh - Tunstead passed Plumley on August 8th. Carl Grocott
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Top Left: Class 170 634 is seen passing Ruckley
Sidings Farm, Lower Upton, as it heads towards
Wolverhampton, on August 8th.
Pete Cheshire
Bottom Left: Class 90 015 “COLCHESTER CASTLE“
looking great in National Express livery, heads
north over Manningtree Viaduct with 1P08 07:30
London Liverpool Street to Norwich, on August 12th.
Pete Cheshire
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Left: Class 60 074 “Teenage Cancer Trust” heads
7B12 Harpenden - Toton through
Wellingborough on August 16th.
Derek Elston

Below: Class 66 728 “Institution of Railway Operators”
returns 357 044 from Derby Works to East Ham passing
Harrowden Junction on August 24th.
Derek Elston
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In summer sun Freightliner Class 86 622 passes through Crewe on August 11th. Following on from last months comment about cab doors, it can
be noticed that 622 has acquired a green door from another member of the class. Richard Hargeaves
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EWS/ DB Schenker continue to move Class 60s in and out of store at various
locations and here we have two shots of one such movement.
Inset: Class 92 013 hauls Class 60 082 and 60 055 as 6Z60 Bescot - Crewe
passed Slindon on August 11th. Carl Grocott
Main: The Class 92 along with the same two Class 60s are seen later in the
day arriving at Crewe. Richard Hargreaves
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Top Left: One of Eastleigh’s residents gronks,
class 08 798 shunts towards the station on
August 18th.
Dave Harris
Top Right: Class 90 015 “COLCHESTER CASTLE“ heads
south through Brantham with 1P19 08:30 Norwich to
London Liverpool Street, on August 14th. Pete Cheshire
Left: DRS Class 66 427 powers passed Euxton
whilst working 4M64 Coatbridge - Basford Hall
on August 12th.
Colin Irwin
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In connection with the Type 5 gala at Barrow Hill, Class 55 022 travelled to the NRM at York in order to collect the NRM’s Class
52 D1023, former giants of the Eastern and Western region are seen passing Colton Jct. on August 3rd. Andy
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Above: Freightliner Class 66 573 takes the 4O18 Lawley St - Southampton
through Southampton Central, during signal maintenance on August 18th.
Dave Harris
Left: Class 73 107 and First GBRf’s recently aqquired ex-DRS 66 402
stand under dark skies at Tonbridge West Yard.
Craig Stretten
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Hanson Traction’s Class 59 103 “Village Of Mells” crosses the river Hamble at Swanick with the 6V07 Chichester - Merehead
empty stone hoppers on August 14th. Dave Harris
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Top Left: Class 90 024 is seen heading north at
Brantham, with 1P50 17:30 London Liverpool
Street to Norwich. DVT 82143 was on the front end.
Pete Cheshire
Top Right: DRS Class 66 417 is seen passing
Perth on August 5th whilst working 4N47
Inverness to Grangemouth.
Richard Jones
Left: Class 37 401 is seen passing Rhyl on
August 1st working 6F18 Holyhead RTZ Warrington Arpley.
Carl Grocott
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SWT Class 444 028 departs Fratton with the 2P23 service to Portsmouth & Southsea on August 19th. Fratton EMU depot can be seen on the left. Dave Harris
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Above: Class 37 423 works 2Z47 Derby - Peterborough
through Hucknall on August 3rd. Carl Grocott
Top Right: The last few HST sets in the old GNER livery are still to be
seen about the network as 43206 traverses over Montrose Basin
with the Aberdeen - London Kings Cross on August 8th. Richard Jones
Bottom Right: Class 57 003 and 57 012 make a first ever appearence
on the freight only Dungeness Branch in Kent, seen passing Swamp
Crossing, near Lydd, heading 6M95 Dungeness - Willesden Brent
flasks, on August 6th. Craig Stretten
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Above: Workstained Class 08 320 is seen at Burngullow
on August 18th. Alan Usher
Top Left: No prizes for guessing where we are, as Class 66 503 and
66 714 sit under the cranes... on August 13th.
Dave Dawson
Bottom Left: Class 56 312 “Artemis” heads 4Z91 Dollands Moor Hams Hall liner passed a small holding near Althorpe
on August 17th. Derek Elston
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Above: An Unidentified First Great Western HST and a
CrossCountry Class 220 run side by side at Cholsey on August 18th.
Derek Elston
Top Left: GBRf Class 66 714 is seen heading into Felixstowe,
at Trimley St Martin, on August 14th.
Pete Cheshire
Bottom Left: Class 92 005 works a lightly loaded Trafford Park Felixtowe liner through Northampton on August 8th.
Derek Elston
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Main: EWS Class 66 013 leads 6V38 an MOD working from Marchwood Didcot at Cholsey on August 18th. Derek Elston
Inset: The train is pictured again as Class 66 013 passes through Eastleigh with
the 6V38 Marchwood - Didcot M.O.D stores train consisting of armoured
vehicles, jeeps, and field ambulances on August 18th. Dave Harris
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Above: 1V18 12:06 Norwich to Great Yarmouth
service is seen across Breydon Water on August 15th.
Class 47 832 “SOLWAY PRINCESS“ was dragging
Class 90 003 “RAEDWALD OF EAST ANGLIA“ and
DVT 82152.
Pete Cheshire
Left: DRS Class 47 832 “SOLWAY PRINCESS“
runs round at Great Yarmouth,
on August 15th.
Pete Cheshire
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Left: Class 153 306 and 153 335
are seen heading for
Great Yarmouth,
at Stacey Arms on
August 15th.
Pete Cheshire
Below: An unidentified 12-car
Class 360 working heads
north past Kelvedon,
on August 13th.
Pete Cheshire
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Above: On August 11th at London Paddington
a C stock train on the Hammersmith & City line
departs platform 15.
Liam

Left: West Coast’s Class 47 854 is seen at
the loco’s base at Carnforth on August 29th.
The evidence of its disastrous fire earlier
in the year clearly visible.
Class47
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An unidentified National Express HST crosses the River Tay on August 12th. Richard Jones
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Welcome to another “Nosh Report”, remember that this is
your chance to let everyone know where to go for something
to eat or drink, (ie cafe, takeaway, sandwich shop) when out
and about. It can also be about whilst you are on a railtour or
sampling the delights of on train catering.

buffet. CrossCountry do take note, a trolley is not really good
enough.
CrossCounrty should also take note that good staff are hard to
come by, so look after your employees, they are the front line
and so often come in for a lot of unneccessary hassle.

This month I ‘ve been very impressed with an on-train
catering service and you’d be suprised at who it is probably.

Well thats it for another month, I’m off to collect my cheque
from CrossCountry now! (Only Kidding Guys)

CrossCountry Trains, these guys, who were on the HST service
from Newquay to Manchester offered exceptional service, the
tea was lovely and hot, the buffet offered and excellent range
to choose from but far above the range of food and prices was
the service. Staff on certain other train companies have been
less than welcoming on board, but when you get such a
pleasant team it certainly does make a difference. However I
have to say that the service down to Devon, also on
CrossCountry was just as nice. As you can see in the photo it
was a proper HST hired from National Express with a proper

At the beginning of this month, if I go really far back to what
seems like at least a few months ago since I just spent a week
in the Lake District and have done a million other things since
then….I find myself in London with Andy.
We saw the sights and went to Madam Tussauds. I had my
picture taken next to all of the fake celebrities, and felt like
a film star myself with a rush of excitement as I ran up to
Orlando Bloom and Ant and Dec! Not to mention Davina from
Big Brother’s live show. Yes, I met lots of famous dummies
that day, including Alfred Hitchcock who’s been dead for
years! And naturally, the biggest dummy, Andy…ok I may have
just stolen David, the co-editor’s joke there (except the joke
was at my expense, not Andy’s in his case).
Moving on from the strong imagination that I had at Madam
Tussauds, we had to obviously go by tube, and travel from
York to London and return. Not only did the tube wear me
out, but you can never get a seat! It is like a whole other
Pg. 42

I’ll be back next month with another gem to let you all know
about. Until then keep the emails coming, and you never
know, it might be your report next month.
Remember you can email me at:
steve.roberts@railtalkmagazine.co.uk
Stephen W Roberts

world, an interesting experience for someone who rarely goes
to London, but now I have officially been to London five times
(once with a tube strike which was hell, so I should really be
grateful).
Travelling around by tube all day, or should I say rushing was
fine with our travel cards, until of course Andy decides that he
will just lose one of the travel cards. Bags spilt out on to the
floor in the middle of the tube station….and still no luck of
finding the missing card. Now for the good news, a nice man
working there had just found a different travel card allowing
us to go to 2 extra areas of London than our missing card did,
and he gave it to us! He said, “don’t tell anyone”, so here I am
telling you naturally!
Now, for the bad news, there may have been a friendly man
helping at the tube station, but what happens when you are
verbally abused on a 10pm train home to York from London?
No staff around to help, no one around you to help. Everyone
just minding their own business…
I mean, is a girl not allowed to fall asleep on her boyfriend’s

shoulder without two obviously drunk men (whose wives or
girlfriends would not be impressed with!) saying something
extremely rude and uncalled for? And as for before we even
got on the train there was a large crowd of football fans
ranting and raving, and unfortunately they ended up in our
coach on the train. I may have been annoyed at the
loudness of them, but the fact that they sat next to a vulnerable girl and intimidated her and talked to her when she clearly
wanted to be left alone is another story. I felt very sorry for
her and would have told a member of staff…if there had have
been any around that is.
That’s it from me, another month another ramble, I am going
to Spain tomorrow so it’s not a train for me, but a plane.
If you have any comments, about my articles or any ideas
about what I could write about drop me an email, I always
love the fan mail.
		
megan.thomason@railtalkmagazine.co.uk

“Constellation” AC electrics launched for spot hire
Electric Traction Ltd (ETL) has launched its first pair of
overhauled Class 86 locomotives for hire. The two locomotives,
now reclassified as 86/7s and numbered 86 701 and 86 702,
have been given major exams by ETL and
Europhoenix at Long Marston and recertified for 110 mph
running. Both locomotives have been repainted into ETL’s
house colours of grey and red, and have been named “Orion”
and “Cassiopeia” respectively. The pair have moved to LNWR
Crewe for testing and final certification next week, before being
offered for trials with a number of interested operators.
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A number of Class 86/2 locomotives were selected to run
at 110mph in the 1990s, but reverted to 100 mph prior to
privatisation. ETL has taken the opportunity to reintroduce this
higher speed to allow potential operators to gain
better paths amongst existing 125 mph services.
ETL sees the locomotives as ideal for open access operators who
want to take rapid advantage of new and infill electrification
schemes without having to purchase brand new traction in the
short term. Working in pairs, the locomotives are also suited to
fast freight services.

While currently geared for high-speed running, ETL have also
developed plans to offer regearing of the locomotives for
75mph heavy freight use. This, in combination with the
higher-power Class 86/2 traction motors, would effectively
produce a “super-86/6” with a high hauling capacity.
ETL has already identified a further pair of locomotives for
overhaul, and with locomotives 86101 and 87002 already
registered and available for hire, a small fleet of electric
locomotives is now available to operators looking for a quick,
environmentally friendly traction solution.
Photo: © Richard Hargreaves

Direct Rail Services announces launch of a new rail
freight service in Scotland.

DB Schenker targets new markets for rail freight
growth, delivering solutions for the dry bulk sector

Direct Rail Services Limited (DRS), an established national rail freight company is pleased to
announce the launch of an innovative rail freight service, working in partnership with W.H. Malcolm
Ltd, the Scottish haulage and distribution organisation.
This service is timely following the announcement on the A80 trunk road upgrade which will
inevitably cause disruptions for road traffic over the next 18 months.
The service is for the provision of rail transportation in the Scottish region between Elderslie and
Grangemouth. The traffic commenced yesterday and will be running five days a week. There is
a potential for this service to increase to 6 days a week at a later stage. A daily train will haul 25
shipping containers measuring 20 and 40 in sizes to Grangemouth. It is estimated that a CO2 savings
of 3000 tonnes per year will be made. This equates to removing 12,500 lorry journeys off the road
network between the West of Glasgow and Forth Ports at Grangemouth which is in line with the
Grangemouth Freight Hubî solution that the Scottish Government envisaged in its Strategic Transport
Planning Review.
Tom Curry, Intermodal Account Manager for DRS said, The service will provide WH Malcolm and
their customers with a sustainable alternative to the congestion on the A80 during the upgrade
programme. It also demonstrates DRS’s unique ability to provide cost effective rail solutions over
relatively short distances.
DRS has an established long standing relationship with WH Malcolm and over the last few years the
company is seeing an increasing number of freight traffic being moved by rail.
Jim Clark, the Managing Director for WH Malcolm Ltd commented, It is important that in this
economic climate we continue to work closely with DRS to find transport solutions and develop an
integrated transport package to suit the needs and demands of customers.
Photo : © DRS.

DB Schenker Rail (UK) Ltd, Britain’s largest rail freight operator, has unveiled a new wagon that
will target bulk commodities that must be kept dry during transit, converting traffic from the
road network to the railway.
In developing the wagon, DB Schenker plans to introduce new rail freight services for customers
in the power generation, construction, grain and forest products sectors.
In particular, the wagon is aimed at supporting power generators in their move to introduce
biomass and other alternative fuels for energy generation. It will also enable the movement of
fly ash from power stations.
To date, the railway has carried marginal flows of dry bulk cargo, with specialist wagons owned
by customers in these sectors. The lack of suitable multi-purpose wagons in the market has
been a barrier to rail freight growth in this sector.
DB Schenker forecasts that through industry use of the new wagon, it will be able to open this
market and generate additional rail freight tonnage. In addition to biomass and fly ash, other
materials that could be conveyed include cement, grain and sand. The wagon will enable
significant modal shift from road to rail to occur and also assist in supporting the Government’s
priorities as part of the low carbon economy.
The new wagons have been developed to meet the high standards and needs of the dry bulk
sector and represent the biggest move in the market for the movement of dry bulk products
by rail in Britain for many years. The ability to protect the cargo is central to the design of the
wagon, which is secure and water tight. The wagon therefore meets the key customer
requirements of avoiding water ingress.
The wagon is already approved to run on the rail network in Britain, is fast, operating up to
75mph and has a haulage capacity of 74.5 tonnes per wagon. The wagon is also efficient to
load, taking less than two minutes to open or close. In addition, the design of the wagon cover
ensures that the loading gauge on the rail network is maintained at all times, even while product
is being loaded.
The wagon design will be unveiled to customers in the power generation industry and the
construction sector this week. Trains are able to start delivering dry bulk cargo within three to
four months of contractual agreement.
Speaking on the use of the wagon for the power generation industry, Paul Bates, Managing
Director of the Energy segment of DB Schenker Rail (UK) Ltd said: “The power generation sector
has a need for alternative carbon friendly fuels that are deliverable through their usual supply
chains. This wagon delivers a solution to their specific needs; keeping biomass and other
materials dry, enabling mass volumes of product to maintain their integrity during rail transit.”
The wagon has been created through the work of DB Schenker with support from its subsidiary
company Engineering Support Group, based in Derby, and Harsh Ltd, based in York.
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Freightliner’s trading division Logico have launched a
new service from Southampton to BIFT (Birmingham
Intermodal Freight Terminal) on behalf of Allport, the
UK’s leading independent freight forwarder
Commencing on 10 August, this is the 12th daily service that Freightliner operate from
Southampton, to destinations in Birmingham, Cardiff, Coatbridge, Daventry, Doncaster, Leeds,
Liverpool and Manchester.
Adam Cunliffe, Managing Director, Freightliner Ltd, commented;
“The commencement of the Southampton to BIFT service on behalf of Allport extends our already
comprehensive network coverage across the UK. We look forward to providing Allport with the
same exceptional service levels which all our customers receive. In addition to increasing our
service offering to the Midlands, this daily train has additional capacity available for intermodal
customers.”
Kevin Witmore, Allport Operations Director, added;
“We look forward to building a long lasting partnership with Freightliner and Logico. Over half of
our container deliveries have been transferred to rail, and we continue to work with the rail
industry to develop strategic solutions as an alternative to road transport.”
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LONDON TO SCOTLAND BY TRAIN IN JUST TWO
HOURS: NETWORK RAIL UNVEILS RESULTS OF NEW
LINES STUDY
Network Rail has revealed the results of a detailed investigation into the need for new capacity on
Britain’s railway network. It concluded that a new 200mph high-speed line to the Midlands, the
North West and Scotland, halving travel time to Scotland to just over two hours, was the best
option generating almost £55bn of value with a capital construction cost of £34bn.
Iain Coucher, Network Rail’s chief executive said: “High-speed rail can transform Britain. It can
promote economic growth, regeneration and social inclusion. It is a low carbon option – cutting
domestic flights and taking cars and lorries off the road. It will release capacity on the existing rail
network and revolutionise passenger journeys.”
“Demand for rail travel is growing and our main lines from the north to London are nearly full. By
2020 we will be turning away passengers – that’s not what we want. We need to start the planning
now to meet future demand and the solution is a new high-speed railway to the Midlands, the
North West and Scotland. The line has a sound business case that will pay for itself.”
Network Rail’s study, running to over 1,500 pages of research, modelling and analysis, concluded
that in order to meet demand a new high-speed line from central London to central Manchester
(in just 1hr 06mins) with a diverging high speed line to the centre of Birmingham (just 46mins)
offered the best benefits.
Continuing the high-speed line to Preston (1hr 13mins), with a diverging high-speed line to
Warrington (1hr 06mins) and Liverpool (1hr 23mins), and then northwards splitting to go directly
to Glasgow (2hrs 16mins) and Edinburgh (2hrs 9mins) offered the best value for money, generating
revenue and benefits worth almost £55bn, paying for itself 1.8 times over.
Mr Coucher added: “As well as running Britain’s railway day-to-day, Network Rail also looks at
long-term planning to meet customer, passenger and freight demand. Today the railway is thriving,
we want that to continue and to meet the economic and environmental needs of tomorrow.”

EYE OPENER FOR RAIL TRAVELLERS
Improved access to Leeds station - plans unveiled

Although Horatio Nelson died nearly 45 years before the station that bears his name was opened, he
certainly wouldn’t turn a blind eye if he could see it now.

Thousands of rail passengers will have quicker and more convenient access to Leeds station
under plans for a new southern entrance.
Metro and Network Rail are developing the
scheme which will allow people to get in and
out of Leeds station from both sides of the
river Aire around Granary Wharf.

Network Rail has returned the canopy over the station platform, at Nelson in Lancashire, to its former
Victorian glory in a five month project valued at nearly £200,000.
Jo Kaye, route director for Network Rail, explained: “The canopy is an imposing structure that still
spans both platforms even though the station now has only a single line. It was in a poor condition
from years of neglect and reflected badly on the newly built transport interchange nearby.
“It now looks absolutely pristine, with the detail in the ironwork picked out in dark blue against the
stark white background of the roof structure.”

Public exhibitions are being held at the
station to canvass the opinions of travellers
and local residents and businesses.

Matt Beeton, area director for Northern Rail said: “The restoration of the canopy really has brought this
structure back to life giving a fitting link from the station’s heritage to the recently completed transport
interchange. Passengers have already been telling us how much they appreciate the work.”
The work involved repairing or replacing the structural roof supports, together with the timber roof
cladding, and replacing around 420 cracked or vandalised glazing panels and 120 of the bars that hold
them in position.

Richard Lungmuss, route director for Network
Rail, said: “More than 100,000 people come
through Leeds station on a normal weekday
and the number of passengers is steadily
increasing. This new entrance will not only improve access for those coming into the station
from the south but will also help us to manage future demand.
“This is the first stage in a range of exciting plans for the station which will continue to
improve facilities and services for passengers.”

Those parts of the roof that were in good condition were stripped down and cleaned before the entire
structure was painted dark blue and white. To complete the picture, the ornate metal fencing around
the access ramp up to the platforms was also painted blue.

The new entrance has been carefully designed using a curved design, minimising its size,
while remaining modern, accessible and attractive.
“Leeds Station is at the heart of the city and the city region,” said Metro Chairman Cllr Ryk
Downes. “Our proposed new entrance will create a faster, step-free route to the vibrant areas
to the south of the city centre such as Holbeck Urban Village, Bridgewater Place, the
riverside and canal
basin.”
“Together with
proposed new stations at Kirkstall Forge,
Apperley Bridge and
Low Moor, this is a
significant investment
local rail travel and
the local economy by
Metro and
Network Rail.”
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Seasonal Treatment Works for 2002 and 2010
Direct Rail Services Limited (DRS) is pleased to announce the contract award by the
National Delivery Services (NDS), Network Rail for Maintenance and Operation of the
Network Rail Seasonal Treatment Fleet 2009 & 2010.
Autumn Rail Head Treatment Train (RHTT) Season 2009 & 2010:
Anglia - 5 diagrams/circuits from Stowmarket
Carlisle - 2 diagrams/circuits from Kingmoor TMD
Spring/Summer MPV Weed-Spraying Season 2010 & 2011 (22 weeks per year):
Anglia Region
London North Eastern Region (new region)
Due to the nationwide reduction in infrastructure renewal and investment by Network Rail,
DRS has had its diagrams reduced for 2009 & 2010.
However, DRS continues to have a strong position in this market sector and is also the ONLY
other Train Operating Company who has won a share of this business. The company ís
expertise and knowledge in this area will continue to be its strength in today’s challenging
economic climate.
Simon Metcalf, DRS - Network Rail Account Manager commented: The award of the
contract to DRS is testament of the quality and reliability with this type of work provided to
the NDS over the last four years.

Seven year-old Leo looks to start a career as
a railway driver
Seven year-old Leo Morriss from Bromley is determined to fulfil his dream and become a train driver
following a training course provided by train operator First Capital Connect.
Leo’s grandfather contacted First Capital Connect over the school summer holidays as he sought to make
Leo’s dream a reality. Leo at the age of seven is adamant he will become a train operator and his
ambition was cemented following the visit.
Initially he just wanted someone from the rail industry to talk to his grandson about what being a driver
entailed, but was overwhelmed when First Capital Connect offered a ride alongside a driver from London
King’s Cross and a lesson on the state-of-the art training simulator in North London.
Leo said: “Now I know what the driver does and that lots of important people work to make the trains
run safely - I definitely want to be a First Capital Connect train driver one day!”
On the simulator, Leo got to practice driving through snow, darkness and with a broken windscreen. Just
some of the realistic scenarios the simulator can create.
Gary Tyler, the operations training manager for First Capital Connect said: “He certainly is eager to
become a train driver and who knows, maybe in 14 years when he’s old enough we may well see Leo
back at our training academy learning to be a driver. We’d certainly welcome him back!”
Leo was accompanied by Georgina Adams, personal assistant to the managing director of First Capital
Connect. On saying farewell to Leo, she presented him with a goody bag packed with presents including a
model train and cap

Thameslink route train refresh resumes

First Capital Connect has resumed its refresh programme of the 20-year-old Thameslink trains in a project
worth approximately £4.5 million. The continued late delivery of newly-built Electrostar trains, being
introduced as part of the Thameslink Programme, had forced FCC to put the work on hold but enough are
now in service on the Brighton to Bedford route for the project to resume.
On Monday, 10 August, unit 319374 was delivered to RailCare at Wolverton, Buckinghamshire. Over four
weeks its interior will be stripped out and replaced with new and refreshed fittings covering everything
from seating to toilets, flooring and better lighting.
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In addition, known issues that affect reliability, such as the door operation, will be addressed and a new
livery applied.
At the end of August, FCC also hoped to have enough new trains to restart its £2.6m traction control
reliability programme of the existing train fleet. It will also be able to accelerate the planned overhaul of
the trains’ traction motors.
FCC Engineering and New Trains Director Neal Lawson said: “The Thameslink Programme has delivered
new routes and an additional 2,475 morning and evening rush hour seats but we have only been able to
maintain our timetable by suspending the important train refresh programme.
“It is great news that, despite the frustrations of the continued late delivery of our new Electrostars, we
can now restart the refresh programme. This will give many more of our 20-year-old class 319s vastly
improved interiors while at the same time improving reliability.”

PREPARATORY WORK ON GATEWAY STARTS
SEPTEMBER 2009
Work kicks off in just a few weeks on the new station for Birmingham that will deliver a bigger,
better and brighter New Street for the 40m passengers that use it each year.
Preparatory work will start in September. The first phase of the Gateway project will see Network
Rail build a brand new concourse next to the station in what is currently the NCP Pallasades
lower-level car park. This car park will close on 1st September 2009 to enable preparatory work to
start a few weeks later. Passengers will not be affected by this work.
The New Street Gateway project, funded by Network Rail, Birmingham City Council, Advantage
West Midlands and Centro, will see the 1960s-built station transformed into a landmark, 21st
century transport hub.
As this work is taking place off-site, New Street station and The Pallasades shopping centre will
stay open throughout.
The new concourse is expected to open to the public in 2012. Then in the second phase of the
project, the old concourse will be redeveloped to deliver a world-class station upon completion in
2015. The New Street Gateway project will double passenger capacity and deliver:
- a concourse that is three-and-a-half
times bigger than at present and
enclosed by a giant, light-filled
atrium
- more accessible, brighter and
clearer platforms, serviced by over
30 new escalators and over 15 new
public lifts
- a stunning new station façade,
adding to Birmingham’s growing
reputation for good design
- better links to and through the
station for pedestrians with eight
new entrances
- the stimulus for the physical
regeneration of the areas surrounding the station
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Jo Kaye, Network Rail’s route director, said: “It’s an exciting time for the millions of users of New
Street station as the £600m transformation of the station begins to move from a vision to a reality.
“With preparatory work just a few weeks off, passengers are one step closer to a massively
improved station which will be bigger, brighter and so much better.”
Councillor Mike Whitby, leader of Birmingham City Council, added: “The Gateway project will
transform New Street into a station that is the envy of the world and act as a catalyst for
continued growth in the city. The project is at the heart of the master-plan for Birmingham and we
are delighted that preparatory work will be starting this year.”
Mick Laverty, chief executive of Advantage West Midlands, said: “New Street Gateway is vital to
the regional economy. We anticipate the project will generate over £2bn in transport and wider
economic benefits for the region and lead to the creation of over 10,000 jobs, which is why
Advantage West Midlands is providing £100m to support the redevelopment.”
Geoff Inskip, chief executive of Centro, the region’s transport authority, concluded: “It’s fantastic
to see work get underway on what will become another iconic landmark for the city. This new
station, with a Midland Metro tram link stopping right outside, will give passengers the world
class public transport system that the West Midlands needs and deserves.”

First GBRf sign a major new contract
with Allport
Rail freight haulier First GBRf has signed a new 12 month rolling contract
with independent freight forwarder Allport, for the carriage of containers
from the Port of Felixstowe to Birmingham Intermodal Freight Terminal
(BIFT) at Birch Coppice Business Park in North Warwickshire and to
Doncaster Europort freight terminal.
The BIFT service has been made possible by extending the route of
First GBRf’s existing “common user” service, which currently runs from
Felixstowe to Hams Hall in Birmingham, and increasing its capacity to 26
wagons, making this the longest train out of the Port of Felixstowe.
The modified service commenced on 10 August 2009 and operates daily
from Felixstowe, with a commitment to move the equivilant of 300
lorry journeys a week, including high cube allocations on both services.
It marks the first time First GBRf have carried goods to the BIFT inland
terminal.
Ashley Stower, Head of Business Development and Marketing said: “At
First GBRf we are renowned for finding innovative solutions to problems
for our customers, so when Allport were having issues with a lack of
capacity for high cube containers we were able to step in and help.”
Kevin Witmore, Allport’s
Operations Director, said, “We
are encouraging customers, when
appropriate, to utilise high cube
containers because we believe
that they provide a cost effective
alternative to standard ISO boxes
and lessen the environmental
impact of each freight kilo carried.
We anticipate that demand from
Felixstowe, already picking up,
will continue to grow in the
medium term, so the increased
capacity we have secured with
the First GBRf deal means that
we can help ease congestion by
transferring more freight to rail.”
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Stobart appoints DB Schenker Rail as provider of UK rail freight
services
Stobart Rail, part of the Stobart Group, one of the UK’s leading providers of multimodal transport and logistics services, has
announced that it has appointed DB Schenker Rail (UK) Ltd as its main provider of rail freight services.
This new contract for domestic rail services within the UK will enable a further step change in the Stobart Group’s
multimodal aspirations and complements the recent collaboration between the two companies on temperature controlled
intermodal services from Spain.
DB Schenker will assume responsibility for all of Stobart Rail’s existing rail freight operations in the UK and will work closely
with Stobart Rail to deliver further movement of goods from road to rail with its enhanced national network.
The new arrangement will also see electric locomotives being used for the first time on Stobart’s service from the Midlands
to Scotland. DB Schenker’s Class 92 electric locomotives enable CO2 reductions of 30%, compared to diesel locomotives, and
will deliver an annual carbon saving of 7,500 tonnes on Stobart’s existing traffic.
Stobart Group’s CEO Andrew Tinkler said: “Firstly, I wish to express my gratitude to Direct Rail Services for their service
and support over the years in operating the rail service. The move from DRS was not a reflection on either service or
performance and was simply due to the rapid expansion of the business and move into Europe following the recent
collaboration with DB Schenker Rail (UK) Ltd. These are both exciting and challenging times and by using electric
locomotives where possible, we and our customers will ensure we further reduce our carbon emissions.”
DB Schenker Rail CEO Keith Heller said: “Through our nationwide and European coverage we are able to provide a network
of rail freight services that meets the current and future growth requirements of Stobart Rail. This, combined with DB
Schenker’s commitment to use electric locomotives, enables both companies to widen the use of rail freight by the
customers of Stobart Rail and supports the Government’s priorities as part of the Low Carbon Transition Plan.”

Catering back on the menu for Liverpool to Norwich line passengers
East Midlands Trains has confirmed plans to re-introduce an at seat trolley service for passengers using its popular Liverpool
to Norwich route as part of a new partnership with supplier Rail Gourmet.
Catering will be provided through an at seat trolley service, which will be operated by Rail Gourmet, and will run on
weekdays starting from 7 September on trains between Nottingham and Stockport, which is the busiest section of the
route.
Commenting from East Midlands Trains, Catering Manager Adrian Allen said: “This is a great example of what can be
achieved through partnership working, particularly when all parties are focused on making genuine improvements for
passengers. We have worked successfully with Rail Gourmet since the start of our franchise, and we’re extremely pleased
to be working with them on this new service for the Liverpool to Norwich line which we know will be welcomed by our
passengers”.
Kim Bircham, Chief Operating Officer for Rail Gourmet added: “Rail Gourmet is delighted to be providing a trolley catering
service on the East Midlands Trains Liverpool to Norwich line between Nottingham and Stockport, based out of Sheffield.
We have enjoyed a successful relationship with East Midlands Trains for a number of years and look forward to developing
this further. We are also pleased to be providing further employment in the Sheffield area.”
The range of refreshments available on the trolley will be consistent with the trolley service on other East Midlands Trains
services and will offer a range of snacks, sandwiches, hot and cold drinks.

September 19th
‘The Carlisle Executive Circular’
It’s back! By popular demand, we have been asked to do an easy run-round with breakfast and dinner on
one of our Executive Circulars.
So here we go then. Join us for a run through North West England and toward the Scottish Border to
the historic city of Carlisle. The train picks up at a number of East Midlands stations before heading via
Meadowhall and Barnsley to the Leeds conurbation and onto Carlisle via the Roof of England, over the
majestic Settle & Carlisle Line. This end of the summer day should see the first tints of Autumn start to
appear on the northern hills and should add to the experience of this day out.
You’ll have an hour or two in Carlisle to wander through the labyrinth of side streets, with their shops, pubs
and eating places.
We return south via the route to Newcastle and via Low Fell Junction before turing right onto the East Coast
Main Line and on to York. We retrace our steps via Barnsley and the pick up stations to head back to the
East Midlands. You can join and alight at Barrow Hill if you wish, there is free and ample car parking, but
please leave plenty of time to travel there and embark!
TIMINGS: The timings are approximate but will be validated when we receive confirmation from Network
Rail. Barrow Hill (07.00/22.55), Derby (07.45/22.10), Spondon(07.52/22.03), Long Eaton (07.58/21.57),
Langley Mill (08.13/21.42), Alfreton (08.23/21.32), Chesterfield(08.35/21.20), Dronfield (08.45/21.10),
Sheffield(08.55/21.00), Meadowhall (09.05/20.50), Barnsley (09.20/20.35), Carlisle (14.30/16.30).
FARES: Premier Dining is £135. This is for the 3-course meal, £79 first class (children aged 10 and under,
£59) and £54 for standard class (children aged 10 and under, £39). The juniors discount only applies in First
Class and Standard Class.
LATEST NEWS: Dining is about sold out and first has a few left, but there are standard class seats available.
Prices are £135 dining, £79 first and 54 standard. It looks like Class 47 501 and 47 802 will be powering this
charter (Subject to Availability) and part fares are available - please contact the Rail-Blue office for details or
go onto the website: www.rail-bluecharters.co.uk.
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Real nuts blog at Railnuts.com
RAIL NUTS is the answer to all your dreams! You can blog away to like-minded people all day long. RAIL
NUTS is dedicated to people worldwide who are passionate about railways. Not just engines, but the whole
railway scene. The railways changed and enhanced our world now RAIL NUTS can increase the clarity of
your interest. Join a community of passionate, like-minded people who wish to get the facts right. The
latest technology will be employed to give you absolutely top quality photographs and yes, more

Just one slip and the loco gets it. Having taken over some traffic from Virgin Class 57s, DRS Class 57 007 is seen at Chirk with the log train. Pete Cheshire
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This could be some peoples worst nightmare. From left to right we have :
A family of 4 unloading 15 suitcases and 2 prams. A man trying to get through to load his bike onto the train.
A man in a pink shirt shouting about being delayed.
And lets not forget the train driver because he’s now 5 minutes late leaving the platform.
And in the middle of all this we have One man who has to sort it all. (by his reaction I don’t think he’s enjoying it)
Colin Irwin

Above: “Ruswarp” looks over to his masters bench at
Garsdale station on August 3rd. James Stoker
Top Right: Staff at Eastleigh north sidings, PTS? Don’t ask, but at least she’s
wearing a hi-viz, and the matching skirt and shoes are very visible!!.
Dave Harris
Bottom Right: On August 6th GWR 2-8-0T 4277 leaves Kingswear with a train
for Paignton and trying to hide behind the boats. The photo was taken from
the former GWR Station at Dartmouth, famous for having never been served
by a railway line. Steve Thompson
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August 1st, Yorkshire Day, and at the AFRPS event, Yorkshire built Corus Rail’s Hunslet No. 58 is seen with the brake van train. Class47
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Above: At the Great Central, the GNR’s N2 No. 1744 is seen working a service to
Leicester North on August 15th.
Richard Hargreaves
Top Right: Making a pleasing appearance on a passenger turn is Fairburn Tank 42085,
pictured here running round its train at Loughborough.
Richard Hargreaves
Bottom Right: Looking great at Quorn is Class 03 D2158, a recent arrival from Wirksworth.
Richard Hargreaves
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DMUs at The Ecclesbourne Valley Railway during their
Bank Holday event.
Right: Derby Lightweight DMU 79900 is seen at the delightful
terminus of Wirksworth. Richard Hargreaves
Bottom Left: Ex Scotrail Class 101 51188 and 51505 sit at Wirksworth
on August 29th enjoying some rare summer sunshine. Jon Jebb
Bottom Right: Class 108 56224 and Class 117 51360 makes a smokey
departure on August 29th. Richard Hargreaves
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At the Midland Railway Cantre during
August Bank Holiday weekend.
Top Left: Class 101 DMU originally from the Chasewater Railway,
but has been at the Midland Railway Cantre for repairs.
Richard Hargreaves
Bottom Left: Peak Class 45 041 and 45 133 stand on Swanwick shed.
Jon Jebb
Above: Manning Wardle 0-6-0 saddle tank built 1891, number 1210 “Sir
Berkeley” pilots Standard 5 No 73129.
Richard Hargreaves
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The Great Garratt Gathering celebrated Beyer Garratt’s steam centenary at the Manchester’s Museum of Science and Industry in August.
Here we see three of the eighty or so exhibits that were present. Colin Irwin
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Class 20 110 (visiting from the South Devon Railway) passes Coldbath Bridge, near High Rocks, during Spa Valley Railway’s Summer Diesel Gala,
on August 8th. Craig Stretten
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In action during the Spa Valley Railway’s Summer Diesel Gala, was Class 207 ‘Thumper’ No. 1317 (207017), which is seen departing High Rocks with sole
surviving Class 12 diesel shunter 15224 on the rear, August 8th. Craig Stretten
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Above: Class 33 002 is seen at Buckfastleigh,
working the final train of the day. Steve Thompson
Top Right: A trip to the South Devon Railway on August 11th,
revealed GWR 0-6-0PT 5786 arriving at Totnes Littlehempston with a
train from Buckfastleigh. Steve Thompson
Above: Also on the South Devon Railway is 4920 “Dumbleton Hall”,
the loco is awaiting restoration, but it is nicely posed.
Steve Thompson
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Top Left: On August 22nd, Ivatt Class 2 2-6-0, 46443
is seen in action on the Severn Valley Railway with a
footplate experience train.
Dave Dawson
Top Right: Class 50 017, still in VSOE maroon and gold
is seen under repair at Plymton on the Plym Valley
Railway, August 16th.
Alan Usher
Left: 60163 “Tornado” is seen at Didcot on August
19th whilst having injector repairs.
Alan Usher
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Central Railway canopy, which will help ensure the preservation
of this important heritage attraction and make using the station
more comfortable for all its visitors.”

Under the roof at Leicester North
Passengers waiting for trains at the Great Central Railway’s
Leicester North station can now wait in the dry! At a cost of
sixty thousand pounds a new glazed canopy has been added to
the heritage station.
Work on the new structure was completed in July and now the
Lord Mayor of Leicester and the Mayor of Charnwood joined
forces to declare the canopy complete and celebrate the
investment at the station. The ceremony took place on August
the 6th at 11.30am with some of the guests arriving by steam
train.
Tony Sparks, the Great Central Railway director behind the
canopy project said, “It’s fantastic to see the new canopy at the
station. Thanks to generous grant aid support we were able to
complete the project to a very high standard. It really improves
our southern terminus, not only in terms of the facilities we
can offer to passengers but the look and ambience of the whole
area. Visitors are already telling us it makes the station a more
welcoming environment and the volunteers who work there are
naturally delighted too. With the way the summer is going, its
ready not a moment too soon!”
The steel structure of the canopy was built in January 2009,
paid for by money from a section 106 planning grant. The roof
was completed in the last few weeks following a grant from
Biffaward of twenty six thousand pounds. Some money for the
project came from the David Clarke Railway Trust, the Great
Central Railways registered supporting charity.
Gillian French, Biffaward Programme Manager, commented
“Biffaward is pleased to support the completion of the Great
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While the station building (which was completed in 2002) is
also new, both the building and canopy have been designed in a
heritage railway style. Leicester North station opened in 1991. It
was built just to the south of the original Great Central Railway
station in the area, “Belgrave and Birstall”. The new terminus is
inside the city boundary and just ten minutes walk from the
National Space Centre and Technology Museum.

The Great Central Railway hopes to continue to develop the
station to encourage more visitors to use it, either to join the
heritage trains, or to alight and explore the attractions of north
Leicester.
The completed canopy will allow events to be held on the
platform. A new leaflet about the station has also recently been
produced.
Photo: © GCR. Leicester North station canopy on opening day,
6th Aug 2009 with N2 locomotive 1744.

Above: On the East Kent Railway, EPB 5759 approaches the farm
crossing from Eythorne.
Josh Watkins
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A DELTIC AND A FIFTY
STAR AT
GCR SEPTEMBER
DIESEL GALA
D9019 and 50007 will join two other
non resident engines, 47 714 and 37
314 for three day event
Up to eleven locomotives in action plus
4 BIG unit
Deltic superpower will roar along the
Great Central Railway double track in
September. The DPS are bringing D9019
“Royal Highland Fusilier” to the
Leicestershire line to be a star attraction at the annual three day event.
In a first for the GCR, the Deltic will be
joined by a Class 50. 50 007 will appear
courtesy of the ‘Class 40 appeal group’,
the owners of 37 314 which is also
expected to take part. The non resident
roster is completed by Anglia Railways
liveried Class 47 47 714.
The Great Central Railways Event organiser, Steven Chapple said “It’s going
to be a great mix up. Two type 5s, three
type 4s, two type 3s and three type 2s.
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With the class 10 included as
well its eleven locomotives, but it could
be twelve. Resident Class 20, D8098 is
on the way back from overhaul and we
hope repairs will be completed in time
for it to feature as well. We’ll have real
ale trains running on Friday night and
Saturday night to tempt people into
scoring maximum mileage.”
The complete line up is D9019, 50007,
47 714, D1705, D123, 37 314, D6535,
D5830, D5401, D5185, D4067 and a
Class 101 DMU.
Meanwhile the GCR’s 4’BIG’ unit will
feature at the event. It recently entered
traffic after a cosmetic exterior and
interior overhaul which included the
installation of a wheeled access space
in the main saloon.
The more modern TSO style carriage
which arrived with the unit in 2005 has
been exchanged for a period buffet car.
The unit will work in ‘push pull’ mode
with the National Railway Museums
class 33 D6535.
One, two or three day runabout tickets
are available. Prices have been
published on line at www.gcrailway.
co.uk and the timetable will also be
posted there soon.
The Deltic and the 50 replace the
previously advertised visit by a
Western and 50 008.

Below: Romney, Hythe & Dymchurch Railway’s number 8 “Hurricane”
is pictured on the Willop.
Josh Watkins

Ex London tube stock approaches Ryde Esplande station on the Isle of Wight with a
service for the Pier Head on August 19th. Dave Harris
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Above: 4 - CEP 7105 is seen at the East Kent Railway on August 10th. Josh Watkins
Top Right: Clas 37 207 is pictured at Plymton on August 16th. Alan Usher
Bottom Right: Mainline blue liveried Class 73 133 is seen at Taunton on August 20th.
Alan Usher
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Mark Allatt, chairman of The A1 Steam Locomotive Trust, said:

The A1 Steam Locomotive Trust
New Steam for the Main Line
A unique opportunity to drive
new main line steam locomotive Tornado
Tornado, the first new main line steam locomotive to be built in Britain for
almost 50 years, visited Didcot Railway Centre, Didcot, Oxfordshire, from 16
August to 2 September 2009. The railway centre was open every day over this
period, and with Didcot’s famously relaxed attitude to letting people wander
around the engine shed, there was plenty of opportunity to inspect Tornado
up close without the huge crowds that accompany her main line appearances.
As well as being able to see, smell, hear and photograph her from the lineside
there was also opportunities to travel on the footplate and even have a go at
driving Tornado.
Tornado also hauled passenger trains over the August Bank Holiday weekend
from Saturday 29 – Monday 31 August 2009. With an admission price of £9,
including train rides, this may be the cheapest way of experiencing a Tornado
journey this year. Tornado has also run and gave train rides during the steam
day on Wednesday 26 August. A very limited number of footplate rides were
available this day and over the bank holiday weekend, at £20.
There was also an opportunity to drive and fire Tornado on Thursday 27th and
Friday 28th August 2009. To ensure every guest gained the most from the
experience, a maximum of eight people were allowed to take part on each
day. The day started at 8:30am with a full English breakfast. The group was
then split into two groups of four. One group spent the morning touring
the site, with visits to the signal box and locomotive work shops, and had
the opportunity to learn at first hand how the railway, and Didcot Railway
Centre in particular, operates. The other group spent the morning driving and
firing Tornado which was hauling a short passenger train. After a break for
lunch the two groups were swapped over. The day finished at around 4:00pm.
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“We are delighted to be visiting the home of the Great Western Society at Didcot Railway Centre.
We hope that Tornado will prove to be as much an inspiration as the GWS has been in getting
young people involved with steam and that as many people as possible take this opportunity to
get up close to - and even drive - Tornado.”
Photo: © Robin Coombes/A1SLT shows Tornado hauling the ‘Towy Tornado’ in South Wales.

Memories of Blackpool North and the excursion traffic, which it was synonymous for, especially the illuminations excursions, which extended the “Summer
Season” into late October, when most of our seaside resorts had “closed” for winter. On 10th October 1970, I travelled on the 07.20 Bristol Temple Meads to
Blackpool North “Illuminations Special” and on arrival was able to capture the haulage - “Peak” D34, as the Bristolians alighted ready for a very long day as it did
not return until 23.50hrs! My diary entry for the day, records that I visited “Steamtown Carnforth” , Windermere, Fleetwood and rode the Blackpool Tramway to
Starr Gate and walked back from there to the station on the same day! David Mead
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Left: Class 37 188 is dwarfed by the huge radio mast as it enters Tyne Yard
on June 12th 1988. The radio mast was used to communicate with the
North East’s headquarters in York. (No mobile phones in this era!)
Richard Hargreaves
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Above: A pair of Class 25’s with 25 075 leading pass Talley Road,
Llandeilo on a wintry day in early 1982, working a snowplough duty.
Pete Cheshire

Top Left: In March 1985, when there was proper traction on the
Transpennine services, Large Logo Class 47 660 enters Manchester Victoria
with the 11.00 Newcastle - Liverpool service.
Dave Harris
Top Right: An unidentified Class 47 hauls cement cement tanks on the
through road on Platform 11 at Manchester Victoria in March 1985. This
location nowadays forms part of Platform 3 and is completely covered by
the M.E.N arena. Dave Harris
Left: Departmental Shunter, 97 653, ex PWM 653 is pictured working at
Radyr back in 1985. Pete Cheshire
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4-EPB, Class 415/4, number 5476 stands at London Bridge station on May 21st 1988. Richard Hargreaves
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DRS have now taken over some of the duties from Virgin for the Carlisle - Chirk “Log” trains.
This is DRS Class 57 007 working 6J37 Carlisle - Chirk on August 20th, the first day of DRS operation. Carl Grocott
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